
Nabil and Caroline Emad

3424 O ST NW

Washington DC 20007


December 26, 2019


BZAsubmissions@dc.gov

Washington DC


Case # 20135


Dear Sir/Madam,


We are the owners of 3424 O ST NW and the immediate adjacent neighbors of 3428 O ST NW 
where Call Your Mother  ( CYM )  Restaurant is requesting a variance.

We urge you not to grant them the variance given the substantial harm to us for the following 
reasons:

(1) Risk of fire, (2) noise level, and (3) smell of cooking. A variance would result in an irreversible 
economic hardship to us as landlords.


1.   Risk of fire 
There is NO Fire Wall, cinder blocks or insulation between the two buildings.There is only 
drywall and wood studs. We discovered this on December 4th , 2019 when CYM’s contractor 
drilled through our wall twice at 7:45 pm. Please see the attached photo. We are very 
concerned for the safety and well being of our tenants. 

On October 12th, 2019, our tenants called us and reported a very strong gas smell in the 
house. We advised them to evacuate  immediately and called Washington Gas who confirmed 
the leak was coming from 3428 O ST NW during their inspection.

On July 26, 2018 a small restaurant down the street from us in the 3200 block of O ST NW, had 
an accidental fire that not only destroyed their location but their next door neighbor as well.  
Those 2 townhouses are very similar to our property and  3428  O ST NW.

When CYM underwent renovations, they could have done something to reinforce the walls

(or even add noise reduction) but they did not.

This is a very serious issue that has not been addressed in their plans or the hearings.


2.	 Noise

Since the walls are thin, we easily hear the people talking next door. If CYM is planning on 
opening at 7:00 am, they will likely start working during pre-dawn hours. According to Mr. 
Dana, he will have about 15- 20 employees. This will interfere in the quiet enjoyment of our 
tenants especially since the noise will start in the early morning hours but continue all day long.


3.	 Smell 
The smell of cooking will invade our house throughout the day just like the smell of gas on 
October 12th, 2019.


Due to the aforementioned  substantial harmful and irreversible reasons, we may not be able to 
rent our house and will, therefore, suffer economic hardship.  If we can rent it, we will likely 
have to lower the price significantly. 


According to Ms. Crystal Myers, from the office of Planning, once a variance is granted it will 
remain with the location. If the variance is granted, we believe the landlord would be able to 
rent the location to any other fast food restaurant once the CYM has ended their lease, ( as he 
indicated he might do).
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In summary, the townhouses in Georgetown were  built over 120 years ago and not built for 
heavy intensity use. The previous commercial uses of this location never had the fire, noise or 
odor issues that CYM would now bring right next door to our property. Please let us know how 
we can be of further assistance. Thank you for your consideration.


Respectfully yours,

Nabil and Caroline Emad

(703) 928-8146


 


